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STATUTORY ROLE OF THE IMB

The Prisons Act 1952 and the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 require every prison and IRC to be monitored by an
Independent Board appointed by the Secretary of State for Justice from members of the community in which the prison
or centre is situated.

The Board is specifically charged to:

(1) Satisfy itself as to the humane and just treatment of those held in custody within its prison and the range and adequacy
of the programmes preparing them for release.

(2) Inform promptly the Secretary of State, or any official to whom he has delegated authority as it judges appropriate,
any concern it has.

(3) Report annually to the Secretary of State on how well the prison has met the standards and requirements placed on
it and what impact these have on those in its custody.

To enable the Board to carry out these duties effectively its members have right of access to every prisoner and every
part of the prison and also to the prison’s records except for the medical records.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PRISON DURING THE PERIOD OF THE REPORT
HMP Norwich is a multi-functional Adult and Young Offender Category B, C and D Local Prison predominantly serving
the courts of Norfolk and Suffolk, housing convicted and remand prisoners. Accommodation is in a mixture of Victorian,
20th and 21st century buildings, spread over 3 separate sites. The Main site houses Category B and C prisoners. A
Local Discharge Unit (LDU) is on another site, across the car park; this houses Category C prisoners. A separate
Category D Open Prison, Britannia House, is located in part of the old Victorian barracks of the Royal Norfolk Regiment
adjacent to the Prison. The operational capacity of the prison is 787.
The main reception site has 5 main wings plus the Care and Separation Unit (Ketts Unit) with a maximum capacity
of 535 prisoners.
A wing is multi-functional wing; it holds 217 prisoners in 180 cells. It accommodates the First Night/Induction
landings, prisoners who are waiting to go to or cannot be on other wings and the Integrated Drug Treatment
System (IDTS) stabilisation and maintenance landings.
B and C wings serve the local courts and house both Category B and C prisoners (remand, convicted and
prisoners sentenced to an indeterminate sentence – life or imprisonment for public protection (IPP). B and C wings
have the capacity to hold 240 prisoners in single and double cells. B wing accommodates 119 prisoners. The 3 C
wing landings are dedicated to sexual offenders and accommodate 121 prisoners.
E wing – the only Victorian residential wing still in use accommodates up to 26 more-settled prisoners in double
or triple cells.
M wing houses 40 selected low risk prisoners in portakabin-style accommodation.
The Care and Separation Unit (known as Ketts Unit) has 10 cells and 2 Special Accommodation cells.
The second site contains:
The Local Discharge Unit (LDU) in F and G wings houses prisoners with normally less than 12 months to serve
and who will be released into the local community. It has the capacity to hold 172 prisoners. (F accommodates 83
prisoners, G accommodates 89)
L wing houses up to 15 elderly prisoners needing specialised nursing care and is
The Healthcare Centre (HCC) provides Type 3 healthcare for 23 prisoners. The

overseen by Healthcare.
prison’s healthcare contract is

managed by Virgin Care (since April 1st 2014).
Britannia House is a separate Victorian building outside the prison walls, housing up to 42 Category D prisoners in
open prison conditions. Many of these men have jobs in Norwich or are employed in the recently established Café
Britannia and Britannia Enterprises.
Education is managed by People Plus through the Offender Learning and Skills Service (OLASS 4) regional contract
with the Learning and Skills Council (LSC).
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The Visitors’ Centre is run by Ormiston Families.
HMP Norwich has a Certified Normal Accommodation (CNA) of 627 and an Operating Capacity (Op Cap) of 787

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
When preparing this report, we were concerned by how many of the general issues previously reported remain,
despite many local new initiatives trying to address the underlying problems of imprisonment. We reiterate many of
those concerns again this year as our Board feels they are of fundamental importance and need to be highlighted
continuously until they are adequately addressed by Government.
We are pleased to report that HMP Norwich continues its general development year on year, with several areas
improving appreciably, despite financial restriction and some habitual shortcomings. (See Annex 2 for Norwich
Performance against comparator prisons).
We observe repeatedly that the quality of personalised work with prisoners on the wings is inhibited by staffing
constraints. Frequently there is only a single officer working on a wing with no time to offer the necessary attention to
individual prisoners, let alone the Five Minute Intervention (FMI). We welcome the digital pilot at HMP Wayland,
having noted digital technology working efficiently at HMP Peterborough, and hope that this will be rolled out over the
whole prison estate.
Our deep misgivings over the safety of both prisoners and staff has intensified, fuelled further by the rise in violence
nationally; prevention is not aided by low levels of staffing on the wings and the prevalence of NPS. We are concerned
that prisoner on prisoner violence continues to increase, despite CCTV on the landings, resulting in more
unaccountable injuries and more unplanned interventions; also there have been some very vicious assaults on staff.
We appreciate that HMP Norwich has lower levels of violence than some comparable prisons (see Annex 2), however
any increase should be considered unacceptable.
We regret the constant effort necessary to provide a full regime for the prisoners but commend the emphasis the
prison places on endeavouring to deliver the best regime possible with insufficient staff.
The identification of prisoners with mental health illnesses at HMP Norwich, who should not be in a prison, continues
at an unacceptable level. The small mental health team attempt to ameliorate the condition of the many prisoners with
mental health issues but their provision is necessarily limited to those most in need.
We welcome the greatly improved dental provision within HMP Norwich under the new dentistry contract, the reduction
of agency healthcare staff and the new GP Contract.
We have observed that the service for repairs and maintenance has deteriorated markedly since the contract was
awarded to Carillion, with unacceptable delays in repairs of essential areas e.g. washing machines on the wings and
heating in workshops. Likewise there has been no improvement to the management of stores, also contracted to
Carillion.
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We had grave concerns over the hasty introduction of the Through the Gate Service. The multifarious needs of HMP
Norwich had not been accurately assessed by the contracted CRC and the service in the initial months was inadequate
and particularly detrimental to prisoners due for release. In spite of some subsequent development, the urgent need
for improvement persists.
.There remain some enduring weaknesses at HMP Norwich, which we have highlighted in previous years:Meaningful interaction with the prisoner is not always recorded in ACCT documents and some care maps
are inadequate and/or not adhered to.
Information for prisoners on posters is not regularly updated on all wings.
Inaccurate roll calls continue, disrupting the regime.
A few staff members do not address prisoners with appropriate civility and bad
language is commonplace and not adequately contested.
Cell clearances and property management are not consistently reliable.
Although training for new Listeners is done regularly, due to churn there remains a shortage of Listeners
in some areas as they tend to become accommodated on the settled wings or are transferred out.
In spite of many attempts to improve the system, wing applications are still not competently handled and
prisoners complain that their applications are frequently ignored.
The personal officer scheme does not function well; when asked, not all prisoners know who their personal
officer is meant to be.
Management and stock-keeping of stores is poor and unreliable; Carillion's control has not improved
matters at all.
The PE department still does not facilitate accredited qualifications (formerly praised by HMIP and the
IMB), and despite the many obvious practical opportunities for instruction, valuable qualifications in
catering are lacking.
However, we would reiterate that a significant number of the people working in HMP Norwich continue to try to achieve
the best for prisoners within the demanding confines and restrictions of the system. Most of the officers work hard,
frequently under difficult circumstances and with some dangerous and unpredictable prisoners. Much management is
proactive, the stable senior management team has provided a welcome, but atypical, continuity having the opportunity
to initiate consistent and successful improvement. There are some examples of sound practice in many areas of the
prison, both by outside agencies and prison staff.
The programme of re-painting and refurbishment continues and most of the prison is brighter, cleaner and less austere.
Items of kitchen equipment need replacing, some is unsafe. The showers need continuous work to sustain an
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acceptable standard and the lavatories are not deep-cleaned on a sufficiently regular basis. The grounds are well
maintained and largely kept clean and litter free, although some vermin have again been noted.
There has been a further increase in purposeful activity and education provision with energised staff members keenly
seeking improvement. Prisoners are actively encouraged to participate, using the IEP. Due to the nature of the prison,
however, qualification levels remain limited and much of the work is monotonous.
The Offender Management Unit has become more central to the functioning of the Prison and generally operates
efficiently.
We reiterate several fundamental issues that we consider have not been addressed by Government.


NOMS Business Plan 2013-14 stated that benchmarking levels were determined "to ensure that prisons are
as safe as possible in relation to order and control, violence reduction, suicide prevention and drug strategy"
and declared that "we will not compromise safety, security or decency". We repeat that we do not believe that
this statement has been validated in any respect.



Despite diversion measures in place, too many seriously mentally ill men enter prison as there are insufficient
suitable alternatives. The unacceptably high levels of prisoners with some form of mental illness will continue
unless and until the levels of support in the community are raised to cope with the increasing needs of the
population.



In March 2007, Citizens' Advice claimed: “the current discharge grant of £46.75 - which has been fixed for the
last decade - should be raised to more than £114.90”. The charity said the current rate contributed to many
released inmates re-offending as a result of poverty. In March 2016, this inadequate discharge grant still
remains unchanged at the 2007 level of £46.75 and remand prisoners are ineligible, regardless of how long
they have been imprisoned.



There are no short-term programmes for addressing offender behaviour and despite the prison housing 121
sex offenders, no Sex Offender Treatment Programmes (SOTPs) or pertinent behavioural programmes are
available at Norwich.



Doubling up of cells remains commonplace and appears to be considered acceptable, despite failing to
provide any personal privacy for a prisoner. The statutory right to decency is lacking in doubled cells where
the lavatory is positioned behind a half-length shower curtain right next to where the cell mate sleeps and
eats. How can this be appropriate in Gt. Britain in 2016?



Property management lacks an efficient nationwide tracking system; compensation for lost items is
unnecessarily high.



In 2012, we stated "we continue to have concerns over the lack of opportunities for indeterminate sentence
prisoners - Lifers and Imprisonment for Public Protection (IPP) prisoners - in HMP Norwich". This remains the
case. There are currently 47 prisoners serving life sentences - this number includes 19 ISPP prisoners.
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We were concerned by the unexpected further budget cuts in the final two months of the financial year, resulting
in an inevitable reduction in quality of provision for prisoners and the axing of some previously approved necessary
security measures.

QUESTIONS FOR THE MINISTER
1. In his response to our question last year, the Minister stated that he had no plans for offender behaviour
programmes in local resettlement prisons following short sentences and short term recall on licence, despite
insufficient provision in the community. We ask him to revisit this as these prisoners are susceptible to high rates
of reoffending.
2. We ask the Minister, what are the plans to improve the support for the mentally ill in the community to help
prevent offending behaviour in this sector of society? What steps is the Minister taking to ensure that adequate
secure facilities have been allocated in order to prevent severely mentally ill people arriving at prisons because
‘there were no secure facilities available’ and prison is therefore concluded to be ‘the safest place’?

3. There has been a marked increase nationally in violent incidents, the use of force and subsequent injuries. How
will the Minister rectify this?
4. How does the Minister defend the fact that staff shortages necessitate regime restrictions on a regular basis
and do not allow for meaningful, positive staff interaction with prisoners?
5. How does the Minister plan to raise standards within prisons when budget cuts are regularly imposed upon his
department?
6. With shortcomings in the new Works and Estates and Through the Gate contracts having caused a marked
deterioration in these services, can the Minister assure the Board that steps are being taken to ensure that
provision will improve in the near future and that any future contracts will adequately encompass the varying needs
of individual prisons and prisoners?
EQUALITY AND INCLUSION
We believe that as an establishment HMP Norwich tries to be inclusive. Although we detect that reaction to bad
behaviour supersedes any discrimination, this is not the perception of some minority groups. The Equalities
Officer continues her good work and reported incidents of discrimination are investigated and responded to
confidentially and promptly, as long as she is available – her hours dedicated to equalities having been reduced.
The EAT now meets quarterly, in line with reporting results, but meeting dates have been changed at short
notice and consequently attendance has been variable e.g. the meeting in September 2015 had 10 attendees
but 7 apologies were received. The Disability Liaison Officer was not recorded as present at any of the
meetings. The Board notes that there will be a return to monthly meetings in the next reporting year.
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Meetings of various different forums (. e.g. Young Offenders, Disability, Foreign Nationals, Over 50’s, VP’s,
Gypsy/Travellers, and Sexual Orientation) have been scheduled but have not always taken place. Poor
attendance by prisoners has impacted on several groups, but those taking place have been informative.
There continues a higher incidence of use of force on young adults and prisoners from minority ethnic groups.
BME prisoners are reported to be more likely to receive an adjudication for violence and to be subject to Use of
Force, be perpetrators of bullying, to be moved to the Ketts Unit and to use violence whilst there. (Violence Project
2016). Concerns have been raised by prisoners about the lack of black/ethnic minority prisoners in ‘responsible’
or ‘trusted’ jobs. We have noted from equalities data that BICS qualifications are mainly achieved by W1 prisoners.
Muslims were over represented in segregation making up 15.79% of the population of Ketts but only 7.76% of the
prison population overall (Violence Project 2016).
As of September 85% of directly employed staff and 35% of non-directly employed staff had been trained on the
electronic Equalities package. By the end of February 2016, this number stood at 73% of all staff. It is important
that new members of staff complete this training but it is difficult to ascertain whether this has had any impact on
staff attitudes or behaviour. Recent reports recommend a need for better staff awareness of different cultures/
religions etc. and a further electronic package has been produced to address this.
Only approximately 4% of staff at Norwich prison are BME. This reflects the local community but not that of the
prison population which at the end of December 2015 stood at 84.06% white and 15.94% other ethnicities.
The recently produced Violence Reduction Report has suggested that the terms of reference for the Equalities
Forum should be revised so that links are made to violence, IEP and interventions and there should be provision
for prisoners to voice ideas for violence reduction. In addition prisoner reps need to be more diverse providing
positive role models for BME prisoners.
The prison has now implemented a scheme to establish whether under 25s are Care Leavers and thus eligible for
continued support from Children’s Services. This scheme is relatively new and therefore it is not possible to judge
its effectiveness.
Veterans in custody are often reluctant to admit their membership of the armed forces. However, we are pleased
to note that Norwich prison is becoming known as a lead in this area and the veterans are dealt with sensitively
whenever possible. We have been impressed by the energy within the Veterans in Custody Group which is
supportive and inclusive regardless of individual’s offences. The monthly meetings on each site allow veterans a
confidential and accepting forum. Its inception was strongly driven by an ex-serviceman Governor but our
compliments also go to an officer who has dedicated substantial hours of his free time to this cause and to assisting
with the setting up of the new Britannia Centre for Veterans in the Facade. The Centre will provide 'one-stop-shop'
facilities and a support and social centre for all Veterans, whether or not ex-offenders. Practising within the
Britannia Centre, The Walnut Tree Project, founded in conjunction with NSMH to provide PTSD treatment, is in
talks with Virgincare with the aim of providing a service within HMP Norwich. We were pleased to note that an exforces prisoner in Britannia House was tasked with painting the centre; he did an excellent job and gained self-
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esteem from this work. HMP Norwich has also forged good links with Speke House in Liverpool, providing low
cost accommodation to veterans on release who are NFA.
Since June 2015, the whole of C Wing has been allocated to Vulnerable Prisoner (sex offenders) accommodation
and the prisoners report feeling safer since CI landing was also converted to housing only Vulnerable Prisoners
(VPs). VPs have reported that they were treated appropriately in Reception and the Board has monitored officers
being professional, polite and respectful. Induction of VPs is being offered on a more regular basis with officers
from A wing going to C wing to carry out inductions. As VPs work in the Vocational Training Centre (VTC), an
acceptable daily regime is offered in a safe environment, although at the time of this report, there are not enough
jobs available for all VPs. However, the market gardens are due to open imminently for 13 VP workers. The Board
identified a problem with lack of hygiene in the upstairs lavatory in the VTC which was not being checked or
cleaned; VPs said that they felt this was because of their offences. After being reported on several occasions, this
was rectified. Educational provision for VPs has increased on the wing; courses are promoted in advance and it
is planned that they will respond to identified need and requests. VPs have said that they fear that their food is
being tampered with in the kitchen; we have neither proved nor disproved this but notice that they are happier now
that only VPs work on the C Wing servery. VPs have complained that their newspapers and magazines are not
turning up and that there are issues obtaining refunds, however we have found that this is a problem throughout
the prison.
There are a number of different faiths represented in the prison but the Chaplaincy Team is diverse and most
religions practised in HMP Norwich can be catered for. The Managing Chaplain transferred from HMP Norwich to
Wayland and a new appointee is awaited - the first round of interviews did not identify a suitable candidate and
the post has been re-advertised. Although not all members of the team have worked as a cohesive unit, there is
a clear rota of proposed visits by the various faiths. Sometimes services are not started promptly as prisoners do
not always arrive from the wings in a timely fashion. Religious festivals are observed carefully by HMP Norwich.
EDUCATION, LEARNING AND SKILLS and PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITY
Last year, we reported that education, training and employment places had increased again but courses were
limited in scope and it was a serious deficiency that no offender behaviour programmes are offered other than the
Self Awareness Skills 3 week course. This year, that view remains, however with the addenda that under People
Plus much of the educational planning has improved and that the education and purposeful activity provision is
linked to the resettlement agenda being designed to lead to job opportunities. While the focus on the resettlement
agenda is commended, we consider that funding streams should also recognise the value of courses aimed at
raising prisoners’ self-confidence and self-respect.
Student needs assessments are analysed each year in relation to local outside employment opportunities: this
drives the education/training provided. The Basic Custody Screening Tool (BCST) Part 2 feeds into allocation of
activity, thus ensuring activities are more 'need-based'. The Curriculum has been reviewed to factor in the different
needs of the varied groups within HMP Norwich, and HMP Wayland and HMP Norwich work jointly on the
curriculum to ensure practical continuity of education between the prisons.
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Cover is now provided for Band 3 and 4 industries supervisors and education has a cover supervisor so last year's
problems of closures for staff sickness or holidays are now rare. However, there is no cover for the vocational
courses and the normally well attended call centre had to be closed too often due to lack of staff cover by Census
Data, not fulfilling their contractual agreement.
Universal Assessment (UA) is mandatory and those who refuse to attend are dealt with swiftly under the IEP. UA
sessions are supervised constructively and supportively, with prisoners being enabled to repeat the process if it
is felt that they have not performed to the best of their abilities.
Enrolment on educational courses, initially poor, has risen and is actively pursued. Use of IEP and tightening of
regime has increased attendance and enrolment, although improvement is still needed. Comparative examples
of daily averages for educational courses are:
Week beginning August 2nd 2015,

Week beginning 21st February 2016

Maximum available spaces

156*

156*

Allocated

109

136

Attended

74

103

*Maximum available spaces if all classes were to run, on every day.
‘Did not attends’ are being more actively pursued and analysed. Non- attendance can be caused by important and
positive concurrent appointments (legal, medical, visits etc) but this is not always the case. Previous problems of
non-attendance due to medication queues appeared resolved by an earlier start to daily dispensing. However,
recently, since numbers of IDTS prisoners have increased to an all-time high, these problems have re-emerged
as once again some prisoners are still queuing for their medication when free flow to activities ceases. Some
further unlock errors remain and checking prisoners whereabouts on free flow is not sufficiently diligent, nor is
searching always thorough.
We observe that HMP Norwich makes considerable efforts for prisoners to be engaged in purposeful activities in
work and education. However, sometimes these efforts are not enough. Year to date (YTD) figures (as at 5/3/16),
prisoners allocated purposeful activities is 86% with an average of 30.62 hours per week. The percentage of
prisoners attending more than ½ day session is 74.76%. The percentage of prisoners with unauthorised absences
is 7.05% and with authorised absences 7.86% YTD, these figures would reflect the number of prisoners on the
wings able to participate in activities. The systems of allocation have been improved and there are twice weekly
activities boards. Our surveys of prisoners in August 2015 and January 2016 asked prisoners how easy it was to
get a prison job (two thirds said yes) but when asked if they thought their prison job would help them on release,
in August 56% said no and 38% said yes, although there was considerable variation between wings. The January
2016 response was much more evenly divided.
Qualifications are offered in most work areas now, although the Board has noted a lack in call centres and also
worryingly limited and sporadic courses for food safety or hygiene handling, with an identified need for more
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specialised qualifications and training in the kitchens. We have received some applications with complaints that
there is a lack of hygiene apparent where the prisoners work in catering.
A pleasing improvement is that a number of skills have been embedded into qualifications, e.g. embedded literacy
and numeracy in the Presentation Skills qualification and numeracy in Carpentry (Accredited Level 1 City and
Guilds) and in Painting and Decorating (where possibilities for Level 2 are being investigated).
We note several new innovations, including involvement with Princes Trust who send in job opportunities and will
attend the next Young Offenders forum. Employability is being highlighted and the recently adopted Passport to
Employment subsequently has been taken up by several other local establishments. Way Out TV has just started
with Way to Learn in-cell TV education commencing at the end of the reporting period. We approve of this scheme
wherein, although any prisoner can participate, those prisoners who have mental health or safer custody referrals
will be paid for their participation and all will be supported by a dedicated member of staff. The Construction Skills
Certification Scheme (CSCS) bus has been booked for March for 14 prisoners to attempt to gain this very useful
qualification, training provided through People Plus.
ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages) courses are well provided and we have observed keen
participation by prisoners who appear eager to learn. Unfortunately, due to the majority of the mentors being
transferred, the Shannon Trust (formerly known as Toe-by-Toe) has almost ceased to function.
The cognitive stimulation therapy in L wing has been upheld as best practice for CST.
Open University (OU) is offered but not adequately publicised and there is minimal awareness of the availability
of the much improved individual support on offer. With limited access to computers, research can prove difficult.
Segregated prisoners should be offered education; research shows education can help self esteem and reduce
violence which would be particularly beneficial for those in this unit. However, we have seen little evidence that
this takes place and have been informed that provision is not within the education contract. We have been told
sometimes education cannot be provided on security and safety grounds, particularly with 3 and 4 man unlocks.
Data is collected, analysed and evaluated on a regular basis. The prison complies with the core provision but
Level 3 is only available for 18-23 year olds in limited areas unless through the insufficiently publicised distance
learning. OFSTED support was requested and has proved useful, registering an improvement in the quality and
management of educational/vocational provision.
We note that there is no CCTV in the Activities Block.
The Board commends the positivity of the Library Manager and her staff. We regret that hours within the library
have been lost due to regime shutdown and prison staff training etc. PSI/PSOs are available again via computers
in the VTC and F and G wing libraries, and on the other wings the Librarians are offering a legal ‘outreach’ service,
therefore the complete PSI/PSO index is available in all libraries – including unaccounted libraries, and requested
documents are supplied within 48 hours. The library currently stocks 759 foreign language books in 32 languages,
including stock on loan from Bright Books; there is more Foreign Language fiction on order. We note some
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concerns about the Library Workers' safety e.g. A wing library is not visible to uniformed staff. HMP Norwich have
agreed to fund and have put in a bid for daytime use radios. In the meantime a phone has been connected, but a
mirror purchased to improve sight lines has not been put up. There has been no heating in the VTC library for an
unacceptable length of time, forcing closure on one occasion as the temperature was below 10 degrees; repairs
are awaited from Carillion. Good work from this department continues, for example the Library staff have worked
with: Norfolk Community Learning Service to provide educational family learning workshops and support for
offenders to maintain family ties, Forget-me Nots, the Dementia Friendly Libraries Group, the Shannon Trust,
Bright Books to extend provision of foreign language stock, Ormiston Trust to promote Story Book Dads and the
Reading Agency to promote Reading Ahead.
The Board welcomes the enthusiastic and energetic approach of the Activities Hub. They are continually looking
to improve provision and have managed to stabilise the budget for prison pay, which has not increased over the
last 3 years. Due to forging of strong links with outside funding and business (see Resettlement – in particular
Britannia Enterprises and the Call Centres) and due to fewer management level staff, Norwich has one of the
highest paid prison populations, offering an average pay per prisoner of £10.36.
HEALTHCARE
Virgincare continues to improve its service at HMP Norwich. There is strong and effective management by the
proficient in-house Healthcare Manager. A GP contract has finally been signed, although not all GPs are in place
and the contractor is still trying to recruit more local GPs. There has also been an improvement in permanent
contracts for nurses, and agency staffing is expected to cease by end February 2016, to be replaced by a cluster
bank service. The new dentistry contract has transformed the formerly inadequate service, reduced waiting lists
and service efficiency has increased. Dentists have expressed that they are pleased with the facilities and cowork efficiently with Healthcare.
B/C Wing Clinical Room is still not available for use as necessary infection control improvements have still not
been completed, apparently due to financial constraints, impacting on treatment of prisoners on these wings.
Appropriate waste disposal bins and bottle bins (e.g. for methadone) have yet to be sourced by Carillion. The
waiting area in Day Care is plain and somewhat austere and is not enhanced by the lavatories with half doors
which are incorporated in the waiting area, offering no privacy. Improvements had been made to the upstairs
waiting room but a television has been smashed and cushions destroyed. There is no detailed schedule for clinical
cleansing in place and that which is done, we understand, is not done to NHS standards. This is Carillion’s
responsibility.
We have noted the additional burden upon Healthcare staff dealing with the consequences of some New
Psychoactive Substances (NPS); various effects of which can be life-threatening. On occasions, there have been
many severely unwell prisoners all suffering ill-effects at the same time as a consequence of these drugs.
We have noted again that not all healthcare staff have completed ACCT training. Bowel cancer screening kits
have been awaited for many months but are still not on site. Some prescription errors have occurred, partially due
to the non-electronic system in place and human error by not following proper procedures. New PCs have been
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received and installed ready for the new prescribing module SystmOne, however, there is a potential complication
as prescriptions are in a different format from ‘Word’ and, if not first converted, could be lost. A failure of medication
security on HCC put prisoners at risk; action has been taken to prevent a repeat of this failure. In Possession
daily medication has been reduced and In Possession weekly medication increased but there are some concerns
that this will encourage more diversion of medication and illegal trade. We have concerns for the implications
where a need to make substantial savings from the drugs budget has been identified by Virgincare; they maintain
the standard of care will not be affected. The introduction of analgesic review clinics (pain clinics) coupled with
robust reviews of prescribed medication had been heralded last year but these ceased to function for some time.
Analgesic Review Clinics have recommenced and although there has been an increase in the number of IMB
applications as some prisoners contest the results of the reviews, we are of the belief that this is an effective
policy.
The reviews of medication on arrival and in early days in prison have caused some upset, as has the move to
liquids for some medications in order to reduce diversion. However we are satisfied that these changes may well
improve the long term health of prisoners despite vocal opposition from some men. Smoking Cessation sessions
are in place but there were long periods with no activity due to staff sickness and leave. At the end of the reporting
period, only 56 prisoners in the whole prison were registered as non-smoking, over 90 going through smoking
cessation and over 80 on waiting list. We are not convinced there will be adequate provision in place if nonsmoking prisons become mandatory within a short time period. Two small smoke free zones have been introduced
and mandatory non-smoking on healthcare and L wing is to be introduced on 3rd April 2016 in line with local
medical facilities procedures.
IDTS provision in the LDU had been unacceptably delayed but we are pleased to report that at last a room is
equipped and IDTS is available on the LDU for up to 20 prisoners, however the RAPt contract does not cover F
and G wings. We have concerns that the numbers of prisoners (140 IDTS at end February 2016) who receive
medication on A wing has increased dramatically to an all-time high and beyond capacity. This is putting pressure
on the healthcare and wing staff trying to ensure prisoners have received their medication in time to move on freeflow to their allocated activities. Subutex clinics are very slow. We are pleased to note that more prisoners are on
reduction than before and less prisoners on clinical intervention only. We are informed that not all VPs are
receiving their RAPt induction and that there were no RAPt peer mentors to support the drug service providers at
the time of writing the report.

Mental health patients can bed-block the in-patient accommodation in the Health Care Centre (HCC). Bed
availability for prisoners with physical illnesses can be curtailed or delayed and, as many of these patients show
disturbed behaviour, at times the centre is not a tranquil place. The HCC is out-dated and lacks the facilities of a
good medical centre, cells are small and spartan. However, the standard of care is generally good and the level
of staff and prisoner interaction is of a high standard. For some prisoners, personal hygiene is an issue but staff
try hard to encourage cleanliness; for example, one prisoner refuses to wash most of the time but now will allow
one specific officer to cut his hair.
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Specialist nursing care for up to 15 prisoners is provided on L Wing with consideration and sensitivity. Palliative
care is of high standard and L wing is applying for accreditation. Social care needs are provided by Virgincare on
this wing. The “Forget-Me-Nots”, a charitable organisation, visit each Friday to stimulate and entertain the
prisoners through exercise, singing and games. There are activities most days of the week. The acknowledged
CBT training on the wing is found beneficial and prisoners appear to enjoy it, attending regularly. The outside area
is well-used, especially the polytunnel. L wing is considered home by the prisoners and is regarded as a community
within the prison, with prisoners supporting each other well. Therefore the deaths of any of the prisoners in L wing
is always a difficult time as prisoners have lost their friends; staff are very aware of this and show commendable
compassion and comfort.
MENTAL HEALTH
Last year we wrote "A continuing concern for the Board is those offenders whose mental health makes prison a
wholly unsuitable place for them." This view has not altered.

The Liaison and Diversion services provided by

Criminal Justice Mental Health Teams are intended to ensure that offenders with mental health issues never reach
prison. We were very pleased to note a Governor's initiative in bringing together all sectors involved in this process,
facilitated by the Resident Judge at Norwich Crown Court. However, the fact remains that too many mentally ill
men are falling through this safety net and continue to arrive at Norwich prison gates. This situation has not been
improved by the Mental Health Care Trust being put into special measures earlier in the year and we are appalled
that failures in community care so let down this vulnerable sector of society that they end up in the courts.

All in-coming prisoners to HMP Norwich are triaged by the mental health nursing team which allows for earlier
identification of mental health issues.

The structure of the mental health team leadership was altered substantially. The new leader of the team has
taken on this role in addition to his other substantial duties. The team works assiduously but their workload is
considerable and with the recurrent arrival of prisoners displaying acute symptoms of mental health illness, these
committed staff are under relentless pressure. The small team have to prioritise their care and therefore care has
become limited to those with the greatest need. IAPT, Wellbeing, does help many prisoners but there is much
scope for more to be done, which could be accomplished if the size of the mental health team matched the need
within the prison.
RESETTLEMENT
Community Rehabilitation Companies took on the Through the Gate provision in May 2015. Sodexo won the
contract for prisons in the cluster and subcontracted St Giles for the in-prison services which this report covers.
The service went live only 6 weeks after the provider was announced. No time was allowed for an effectual
handover of core duties. St. Giles did not appreciate the breadth of the task ahead and were substantially
unprepared. There were TUPE issues and staff were drafted in, including a cluster manager who was not
sufficiently experienced and left swiftly. The service was proving inadequate, understaffed, underfunded and
inefficient. We remark that HMP Norwich were very co-operative and helpful in facilitating improvement of the
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service. St Giles finally deployed an experienced manager on a temporary basis to troubleshoot the weaknesses
but only after several prisoners had experienced a considerable lack of support on discharge and consequently
were failed by the system. Within the CRC delivery contract for resettlement services, there are set performance
targets which are not being met. In the early days after the handover, statistics showed a substantial drop in
achieving the majority of targets for prisoners leaving the prison into the three key areas of Accommodation (Target
80%), Education/Training (Target 18%) and Employment (Target 24%) as the following table for April, May, June
so graphically shows. Education and Training and Employment were particularly affected.
Accommodation 80%

Educ/Training 18%

Employment 24%

14/15

15/16

14/15

15/16

14/15

April

92.00%

88.57%

28.00%

18.10%

27.00%

32.08%

May

87.04%

93.02%

21.30%

14.73%

30.56%

31.01%

June

87.25%

85.71%

18.63%

7.94%

25.49%

18.25%

Jan

88.98%

85.57%

22.88%

3.09%

32.20%

21.65%

Feb

92.31%

84.40%

19.23%

4.59%

31.73%

17.43%

15/16

Following the appointment of the temporary manager, the integral service started to show a marked improvement
in delivery but as the January and February figures show, the outcomes have reduced further and remain
unacceptable, predominately for Education/Training and Employment
A worrying number of No Fixed Abodes (NFA) discharges are recorded; in February 2016 the NFA figure was
15.6% (17 out of 109 discharges). Figures for the causes behind NFA have been analysed but no patterns have
been found, no particular authorities are responsible and no specific recurring circumstances have been given.
Specific data requested from St Giles / Sodexo to assist HMP Norwich in monitoring the effectiveness of
resettlement services in the prison is not being provided; we hope that ongoing negotiations will resolve this
problem.
The Board is delighted to acknowledge one of the most successful resettlement projects at HMP Norwich has
been the joint working with Britannia Enterprises. The successful Cafe Britannia is run as a social enterprise and
a place of work for offenders and ex-offenders, principally Cat D prisoners based at Britannia House. To date, 103
prisoners have worked in Cafe Britannia with a reoffending rate of just 4%, of whom only 2 re-offended and 2 were
recalled as lifers with no charges but having breached licence conditions. 83% have left prison with a job. 10%
were supported with getting accommodation with three prisoners receiving a deposit to pay for a flat. 60% of
prisoners working in Britannia Cafe have received instruction from fork lift training to food hygiene certificates.
100% of all prisoners working at Cafe Britannia have had an outcome from the project e.g. training, paying for ID
documentation, accommodation, payment for tools, payment for outside courses, support towards driving lessons
etc. However it is a wasted opportunity that few prisoners have received catering training with accredited
qualifications.

5 prisoners have remained with Cafe Britannia after release as full time employees of the
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enterprise, all receiving a living wage. Britannia Enterprises has now reached out further into the community
having been awarded the contract to run the Norwich Guildhall Café and will employ there Cat D prisoners and
ex-offenders. Britannia Enterprises is self -funded from the turnover of the cafe, outside catering and running of
the Visits snack bar. It is encouraging that the MoJ have allowed the use of the Facade building, supporting the
project. We are pleased to note that contributions from Britannia House Prisoners to the Victims Fund from October
2015 - end February 2016 have amounted to the impressive sum of £10,750.
20 or so Cat D prisoners in Britannia House are successfully using their time on ROTL either as volunteers or as
apprentices in industry. A total of 8,011 ROTLs have been authorised in this reporting period, all of which were
successful. One prisoner is touring schools to give an overview of prison life, getting very positive feedback from
staff and pupils. A number will go on to jobs in the construction industry.
We are disappointed that the Community Liaison Officer's role was axed under benchmarking constraints but
welcome that officer's temporary deployment to support of offenders and Britannia Enterprises.
Positive, constructive links have been formed with the Police and Crimes Commissioner's Office with good
rehabilitation implications and closer ties are proposed, which we welcome.
Job Fairs are now on the agenda. Potential employers are given the chance to meet some of the prisoners who
are gaining a useful awareness of employment opportunities.
In some measure due to difficulties with security clearances, advice on debt, gambling and alcohol awareness is
not available over the whole of the prison. This is disappointing due to the clearly identified needs of the population;
the provision remaining underwhelming, after lengthy delays in implementation of planned services.
SAFER CUSTODY
The Safer Custody team are positive and 'hands-on'. The policies and strategies are reviewed regularly. Prisoner
participation is encouraged via the prisoner forums but too many have been cancelled or rescheduled during the
year. Safer Custody meetings are held regularly with usually good attendance and comprehensive minutes. The
weekly complex needs meeting does not always take place when the lead Custodial Manager (CM) is unavailable,
but is valuable as various disciplines are brought together. It is recognised that issues of medical confidentiality
continue at times to fragment the approach to the care of prisoners with complex needs.

The number of ACCTs opened has remained fairly stable at a monthly average of 45 throughout the year; an
unsurprising amount in a busy local prison. See Annex 3. ACCT reviews are not always attended by the Mental
Health team, a shortcoming as the large majority of prisoners on ACCTS have mental health issues. The team is
not always informed of the time of the reviews. Some ACCT entries are non-specific, with no confirmation of
meaningful interaction with the prisoner. Care Plans are not always sufficiently individualised and some ACCT
documents lack evidence of adherence to the care plan. Insufficient numbers of members of staff have completed
the helpful electronic training packages: - ACCT electronic training package 49% complete and Violence
Reduction training package 62% complete at end of reporting year.
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Cutting and scratching are the most common forms of self-harm. It continues to concern us that razor blades are
freely available with no dispensing system in place. During the year there have been 10 deaths in custody, of
which 8 were natural causes. There have been 6 constant watches, the longest period has been for 18 days and
we were pleased to note that this year no prisoner needed to be placed back onto constant watch having been
removed from this intrusive but necessary supervision.

The Personal Officer Scheme is not widely effective, especially with the population movement. In the IMB prisoner
questionnaire conducted twice in the reporting year there has been an increase in the number of men who know
the name of their personal officer, a small but welcome improvement over previous years.

Due to prisoners being moved on through the prison, there is a scarcity of Listeners in areas of most need e.g. A
wing and on the LDU, whilst M and C wing accommodate a disproportionate number of listeners. A new course is
due to start in April. Samaritans telephones do not all work with many of the problems ongoing for more than a
year; F & G 3s landings boosters are needed, on C wing the Boosters are not registered with handsets and on M
wing the Samaritans’ phone is missing.
When only A wing’s answering of cell bells is electronically monitored, we again query the reliability of cell bell
monitoring figures and are concerned about delays in answering bells.

The IMB have viewed the commissioned Violence Reduction report and commend the diligence of the compilers
and the useful information provided. We will monitor the implementation of the action plan with interest.

INCENTIVES AND EARNED PRIVILEGES (I.E.P.)

The management of IEP reviews has improved during the reporting year. Supervising Officers control the reviews
and prisoners are always invited to attend. A very small proportion of men refuse to do so and this is recorded
carefully. Management checks are regularly conducted and only a very small number of reviews are ever overdue.
Those men on entry level seem to be fairly treated as a lack of negative case notes is regarded as sufficient to
move them to standard level. We have also seen a reduction in the number of applications we have received with
complaints that the IEP system is not fair. In a year with an average population of 743 prisoners, an average of
146 were enhanced, 454 were standard, 46 were basic and 96 were entry level (this last average is high as all
prisoners are placed on entry level when arriving at the prison).
A review of basic regime and the behaviour of prisoners took place which highlighted that behaviour did not
improve while on basic. A sensible response is that consultation is taking place with unified staff and prisoners on
how to improve this. A new local IEP policy is to be drafted with better incentives to encourage prisoners to behave.
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USE OF FORCE and VIOLENCE
There have been 3 Use of Force meetings during this reporting period. Staff training on Control and Restraint (C
& R) techniques is ongoing and emphasis has been placed on improving reporting of incidents. The Board has
not observed an unprofessional use of force during the reporting period but welcome that all staff received training
in de-escalation techniques; time will tell whether this has had an impact on unplanned use of force.
Due to HMP Norwich's concerns on the increasing violence within the prison and the resulting increase in use of
force, a detailed report was commissioned, “An Exploration of Violence at HMP Norwich” (The Violence Project),
which is producing useful information and statistics. (See also Equalities section). We welcome this report as the
prison’s concerns mirror our own deep disquiet over the rising prevalence of violence throughout the prison estate.
During 2015 there were a worrying 29 assaults on staff, 3 of which were further classified as 'serious assaults'. In
December 2015, there were 68 incidents of violence and in January 2016 there were 85 incidents of violence
reported. We have commented on analysis of use of force statistics in the Equalities section page 8. It is noted
that assaults on Norwich staff were below average when judged against comparable prisons (See Annex 2) but
with rates rising year on year, the increase is especially perturbing nonetheless and staff are aware of ever present
potential aggression.
The Violence Project indicated that bullying is linked to nearly a quarter of violent incidents within the prison; a
threefold increase since 2014. NPS, drugs and mobile phones are proven causal or exacerbating factors,
alongside consequential debt. An action plan has been developed to reduce violence in the prison with particular
emphasis on intervention with perpetrators, particularly those in Ketts Unit where intervention could be particularly
effective. We have not witnessed any occasions when use of force has been used arbitrarily in this unit but
welcome this emphasis. During the past 12 months there has been some reduction in the Use of Force in Ketts
Unit although this still remains disproportionately high (8.5% of overall use on 1.17% of the prison population).
Recommendations for Ketts staff to have further training on relationship building have also been recommended
and we will monitor this next year.
SEGREGATION (KETTS UNIT) and ADJUDICATIONS
Once again the unit has been busy throughout the reporting year, handling some very challenging prisoners.
The Safer Cell has taken a year to be brought into use due to ongoing delays from Carillion. However, we question
if it is fully fit for purpose, bearing in mind that the prisoner can only be seen through the small observation panel
and when an officer is standing up. For nearly a year it has been repeatedly reported to Carillion that the flooring
in the shower room and in the passage has been damaged and only one side of the partitioned exercise yard is
in use, curtailing prisoner exercise at times. Despite having been reported on several occasions, the CCTV in the
Unit has not been fully functional for a lengthy period of time; we considered this unsafe as areas of the Unit
cannot be monitored, e.g. the adjudications room.
We have not had cause to query the ongoing segregation of a prisoner although a number of prisoners still
complain that they have been held for security reasons which they do not understand. In each case the prisoner
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had been spoken to by the Security Department. One prisoner has been held in the Segregation Unit since July,
most unusually for HMP Norwich. We have monitored this extremely closely and the Board is of the unanimous
view that this decision was considered thoroughly by Senior Management and is in the best interests of the safety
of the prison. The process has been handled in accordance with Prison regulations. We have scrutinised carefully
the efforts made by the prison to transfer him out to a more suitable establishment and conclude HMP Norwich
has received little assistance. The prisoner himself has been given in-cell work and special considerations and is
treated fittingly by the staff. We see him several times a week and he appears relaxed and secure within the unit.
He is monitored regularly by healthcare and has recently been put on the caseload of an area forensic
psychologist. (N.B. This prisoner was transferred finally in April 2016).
A rotation of some staff during the reporting year has resulted in a more responsive approach in the unit.
The disparate amount of use of force in the Segregation Unit has been noted and was subject to research in the
Violence Project (See Use of Force above). Also the higher percentage of BME prisoners within the Unit has been
analysed. Our monitoring indicates that segregation is based on behavioural problems and there does not appear
to be discriminatory treatment (See Equalities).
Special Accommodation has been used 3 times in the reporting period; the longest period was for 6 hours 50
minutes. In our view, it has only been used appropriately and reasonably. There have been 23 dirty protests within
the unit during the reporting period. They are handled tolerantly and effectively.
When fires have taken place in the unit, the officers have not always acted strictly in accordance with health and
safety fire procedures; they have put the welfare of the prisoner before their own safety.
A number of prisoners have failed the algorithm, but each prisoner is checked by mental health staff who are not
afraid to give their views on the suitability of the prisoner to remain in the Unit.
The IMB is normally but not always alerted to reviews being held; these are not held on a scheduled day of the
week but as they fall due. Healthcare attend all reviews but not usually the Chaplaincy. The IMB consider that
reviews tend to be of good quality and that prisoners are given the opportunity to participate. We examine the
paperwork if we are unable to attend a review.
Adjudications are held daily. The Board attend these on an ad-hoc basis and monitor throughout the reporting
year. We consider they are fair, well-managed and staff are professional when dealing with prisoners. The
governors take time to explain things to the prisoners during the adjudication if they do not understand and
prisoners are given ample time and opportunity to have their say and put their viewpoint. We observe that the
sanctions given by the governors following the adjudication hearings are fair and balanced. We note from the
Violence Report that currently 83.33% of prisoners consider that the punishments received for violent offences
were “ineffective in reducing further violence”, although two-thirds considered the punishments fair.
The regime in Ketts is very restricted, providing only a daily shower, use of the telephone, exercise in the yard and
a library. While appreciating the evident need for segregation for some prisoners, we do question the virtue of
such a constricting environment in the unit. When prisoners are unlocked, the staff often have congenial but brief
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interaction with the prisoners. Non-compliant prisoners are treated determinedly, whilst compliant prisoners are
treated with encouragement and some minor incentives. At times, there are not enough working radios to give to
compliant prisoners. Education provision is extremely limited; People Plus are not contracted to provide education
within the unit and the default position appears to be that the prisoners within the unit are potentially too dangerous
to engage with education staff.
Staff shortages continue to impact on all visitors to the unit and on the Board’s ability to see prisoners face to face
and we and other visitors can be limited to speaking though the cell door if there are not enough officers in the
unit to unlock at the time. Staff are not obstructive to our visits but are rightly protective of our safety, which can
sometimes hinder prisoners' ability to speak to us privately.
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES (ACCOMMODATION, FOOD, CATERING AND KITCHENS)
The accommodation at HMP Norwich is largely unchanged since our last report. Some minor improvements have
been made, particularly through the rolling programme of painting and decorating of the wings. There were initially
fewer applications complaining of poor laundry following the installation of washing machines and dryers, until
breakdowns were not repaired by Carillion in a reasonable time frame. Sometimes this may have been
exacerbated where delays to repairs were not reported immediately to the CMs or Governors by staff members.
However, the Board also reported continually the broken down machines in Britannia House and B/C wings but it
did not seem possible for Carillion to be coerced to mend them promptly; Carillion repeatedly quoting various
reasons for the delays. Sheets, towels, kitchen whites and prison kit are sent to Oxfordshire for laundering.
Damaged things are sent to the VTC for rags - however, the tailoring instructor now repairs feasible items. Sizing
of clothing is not well regulated as clothing can shrink and labels can fade, some guesswork is involved in pairing
up garments. There is no provision for XXXL clothing for larger prisoners, we have observed corpulent prisoners
in clothes that have been too small for them. We have been advised that there has been a shortage of clothing
nationally.
Showers on the wings continue to be difficult to maintain in a reasonable condition, with mould and flaking
paintwork reoccurring regularly. The shower room in Ketts unit is overdue refurbishment with the flooring torn up
in places, and articles secreted under this on a regular basis. The lavatories throughout need another deep clean.
General daily cleaning is not always regularly or efficiently done, depending on the reliability of the wing cleaner,
and the Board has noticed dirty and dusty staircases and floors in some parts of the main prison and particularly
in the Chapel on the Main. The BICS cleaners are not utilised to their full potential.
Vermin are present and observed particularly around F&G wings. This has been reported to Carillion.
We are not convinced that Accommodation Fabric Checks (AFCs) are always completed with enthusiasm; several
cells become too 'well equipped' or, conversely, can lack essential equipment. The staff however, have improved
on their checking of privacy curtains etc.
We continue to maintain that dual occupation of cells designed for a single prisoner is not decent and that certain
privacies that doubled cells do not allow, are required to retain the dignity of prisoners.
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The prison attempts to ensure that non-smokers do not share with smokers; pressure on spaces has put this
practice in jeopardy at times during the reporting year. Healthcare and L wing will become non-smoking at the
beginning of the new reporting year and some non-smoking cells have been designated on the Main and in the
LDU. However, the prison will have difficulties in maintaining full capacity whilst honouring these non-smoking
areas.
The funded allowance for the daily food for prisoners remains inadequate at £2.02 per prisoner per day, however
the budget for the reporting period is in the black. The kitchens try hard to produce appetising food, despite
difficulties with retaining reliable prisoner kitchen staff. Stealing is an ongoing problem and sackings for theft are
frequent although more oversight from official kitchen staff has resulted in less food loss through theft. The
permanent staff in the catering section has only one vacancy and full staffing is to be achieved soon, the first time
in four years. The Board members regularly visit the kitchens. We taste the cooked food both in the kitchen and
on the serveries and acknowledge that it is well prepared and frequently tasty.
The small and monotonous breakfast pack is often eaten well before breakfast time. The weekday lunch is bread
with a filling of variable quality and quantity (e.g. chicken slices are thin, pallid and unappetising, cheese is
flavoursome and ample) or soup and bread and the evening meal is the only full cooked meal. There are a number
of daily choices of meals with plentiful vegetables, 'themed' and celebratory meals take place, and the kitchens
try hard to fulfil verified religious and medical requirements. The Catering Manager has specified amounts to be
served to each prisoner when individual packed portions are not used, but this needs good supervision at the
serveries. This is not always forthcoming but more official kitchen staff have been deployed to oversee distribution
of food by the servery orderlies, who are often high risk prisoners not allowed off the wing for security reasons.
We have noted that there is always sufficient food in well supervised areas such as the Segregation Unit servery
but that occasionally, if supervision is not tight, latecomers at the wing serveries may not receive their requested
meal. We are not convinced that the temperature probes are used regularly and consistently; we have noted some
which do not work and some without batteries. Some of the kitchen equipment needs replacing as it is dangerous,
for example an unstable mixing bowl and cambros with defective lids, some trolleys are defective, some ovens
need maintenance. Much of this is in hand but the financial curb on expenditure is preventing necessary
replacements. There have been burn accidents reported from the defective cambros. The waste disposal
"gobblers" on C wing have not worked for some time. They have been replaced but have not yet been plumbed
in. Liquids are therefore disposed of down the sink and food waste bagged and taken outside to the bins. There
has been no progress made with the proposed bakery but, by the end of the reporting period the market gardens
were finally opening as a work area for 13 vulnerable prisoners. We have reported before that the contract with
3663 is unsatisfactory; we maintain that position with the view that the quality of some of the products is
substandard.
We were pleased to see that the prison carried out two questionnaires on all residential units about prisoner
canteen forms and catalogue shopping. Both questionnaire results indicated shortcomings in the prisoners’
knowledge of the systems, only 2/3rd of prisoners being aware of the catalogue ordering process and only a 1/3rd
being aware that items can be purchased through the application process if not available via catalogue. Only 77%
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of prisoners indicated that they got what they had ordered from canteen. We have received complaints that refunds
for non-delivered items (magazines etc. as stated for VPs and also canteen items) takes too long and delivery of
items is variable from wing to wing. Prisoners have been given the outcome of the prison questionnaires and
offered advice on ordering and claiming refunds. Updated catalogues are very infrequently delivered to the prison,
sometimes products are out of stock or discontinued.
RECEPTION AND INDUCTION
We monitor the Reception area often, at different times of the day and have little complaint to make. The Prison
has started to ‘lock out’ on occasions; however, prisoners can still turn up unacceptably late from the courts, but
not as frequently as they did. Staff always continue to work past their finishing hours in order to process late new
arrivals. This has no impact on the management of prisoners as the staff remain thorough and courteous
throughout the process. Prisoners inform us and we have seen that they are treated well in Reception and with
dignity and respect by the officers. Showers, telephones and a hot meal are available and the induction orderlies
continue to provide a valuable service to incoming prisoners. Not all disabilities are identified on Reception,
however we are uncertain as to whether this is due to prisoners’ reluctance to share information. All prisoners are
triaged by the Mental Health Nurse. The size of kit in Reception continues to be an issue and not all prisoners are
equipped with adequately sized clothing.
Inductions have become more regular and reliable. The First Night Officer from A wing is stationed in Reception
during the evenings to go through the first part of the induction to streamline the process. BCST Parts 1 and 2 are
now completed on target. We have few complaints now that prisoners have not received a proper induction.
If Oscar 1 is busy elsewhere, discharges may not always be completed as promptly as some of the prisoners
would like but we have monitored courteous, swift but thorough completion of paperwork with useful advice
imparted.
SECURITY
It is of some concern to the board that the work of this important department has been curtailed by decisions
outside its control. For example there are still some vulnerable areas of the perimeter fence and agreed capital
bids to improve the fence now have been deferred. In addition the setting up of a perimeter patrol group of OSGs
and a dog has been stalled by the lack of OSGs available to do the work. This is at a time when there are major
concerns about the availability of NPS within the prison and the number of throw overs remains a concern. During
the year 120 mobile phones have been found.
However the department continues to build on a strong liaison with local police which includes excellent
intelligence sharing and in addition the majority of prisoner crimes are investigated more promptly. There have
been a number of prosecutions as a result. There has also been increased liaison with Serco regarding the transfer
of prisoners which has resulted in the department being given advance notice of potential risks. During the
reporting year the action plan following the Security Audit has been completed.
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The department is forward thinking. For example, Security responded promptly with strong measures when a
group of high risk prisoners were held at the prison at a time when a co-defendant was on bail. The Board
monitored these men closely and were satisfied that the robust measures taken were both necessary and
proportionate. Contingency plans including hostage and fire have been held with positive and useful subsequent
learning. Corruption prevention has focussed on supporting vulnerable staff as well as outing wrong doing. One
officer has been dismissed during this year.
Effective use of CCTV cameras in Visits continue to be a deterrent and useful for evidence, although monitoring
of cameras on site movements and communications is inadequate due to lack of staff. Searching standards are
not always consistent and thorough, at times we observe cursory searching.
Drug activity within the prison continues with NPS (legal highs) increasingly popular despite potential for
dangerous medical reaction. Prior to a change in the law, it is expected that NPS will peak and then become less
available after April 2016. It is a struggle to complete the Mandatory Drug Testing due to staff shortages but staff
have managed to complete the statutory requirement to date. Throw overs are frequently found and mobile
phones, NPS and Class A drugs have been intercepted. A number of hooch finds have been made and as last
year it remains disappointing to report that cell checks are not supporting the work of the Security department
when plastic bottles are repeatedly re-used illegally for brewing instead of being destroyed.
SERIOUS INCIDENTS
We attended a number of serious incidents during the reporting year, some of which involved men being on the
netting. Staff were very professional during incidents and on several occasions men surrendered following
negotiation and the incidents were brought to successful conclusions without the need for use of force and
restraint. The Board has noted that there is sometimes a quite considerable delay between an incident starting
and the IMB being informed. Whilst appreciating that it is a very demanding period, the Board would be grateful
for prompt alerts.
As we have reported in previous years there has again been inconsistent management of videoing equipment for
recording incidents. The cameras are not always returned to their correct storage, are not being maintained
regularly and have been found to have flat batteries when needed to be used in incidents.
There have been 10 Deaths in Custody (DICs) in the reporting year, 8 of which were due to natural causes. Sadly,
HMP Norwich is accustomed to an unusually high number of DICs, particularly as the majority of prisoners on L
wing are elderly and infirm. DICs are handled efficiently and compassionately, with well-trained family liaison
officers (FLOs) being deployed rapidly when an end of life condition is developing or at an unexpected death.
PROPERTY
Cell clearances remain problematical at times. We have concerns that cell clearances are not always done swiftly
due to staff shortages or if completed swiftly due to pressure on cell spaces, not done accurately and certainly not
always with 2 staff present. Many cell clearances are completed at night. Prisoners who were in shared cells have
complained that some of their property was stolen as the cell clearance was not done at the time of their removal
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from the cell. It is difficult to ascertain whether this is solely when non-compliant prisoners are removed without
packing their own belongings as is stated by the prison.
Every year we highlight failures in management of property throughout the prison estate. Loss of property remains
a major cause of concern for prisoners in HMP Norwich. To give a snapshot: in January 2016 a quarter of
complaints received were about property. This compares unfavourably with January 2015 when only a sixth of
complaints were about property. In January 2015, 5 of the property complaints which concerned HMP Norwich
and 11 which related to other prisons were not resolved within times scales whilst in January 2016, 11 relating to
HMP Norwich were not completed within timescales, 4 remain open at the beginning of April with 3 out of
timescales from other prisons. Property missing following cell clearances and transfers top the complaints with an
increasing number of concerns about property not being issued having failed to be sent in under the 28 day rule.
Earlier in reporting year recurring property problems were reported; following this the prison did a Property
Analysis. This showed that some cell clearances hadn't been documented, authorised items were not being issued
on time and stamps were being lost from mail. The Analysis led to a Property revamp. However, from the statistics
above, we would query how successful the property revamp has been. Generally from our questionnaires (August
and January), access to stored property remains a problem for prisoners.

PINPHONES AND NEWSPAPERS

From the IMB questionnaire and amount of IMB applications received on this subject, it would indicate that there
has been a general improvement in pin phone numbers being usable and up to date, although this is dependent
upon the pinphone clerk or his cover being allocated these duties on a daily basis. There are still complaints
received on delays in implementing numbers however, particularly on C wing, but this has generally been proven
to be caused by difficulties in checking numbers where there are restrictions upon the prisoner’s contacts.

During the year there have been problems highlighted by prisoners re newspapers and magazines being paid for
in advance but then not delivered. Refunds are not prompt.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
The Board has serious concerns regarding the number of prisoners and officers who have been assaulted in the
last reporting year; we acknowledge this is a nationwide problem. We also note that it is evidenced that NPS can
generate violence; IMB members have observed some prisoners’ adverse reactions to NPS putting prisoners and
officers at risk. At one incident this year on A-5, a prisoner, who had taken NPS, needed 10 officers to assist in
holding him down while healthcare staff and a special medical unit came into the prison to treat him. The next day
an IMB member spoke to the prisoner and he said that he could not remember anything at all. However, only a
proportion of the violence is NPS generated and we are convinced that some pre-planned incidents take place
because of and at times of limited supervision.
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We note that Health and Safety is receiving a higher priority than in previous years. However, there are still some
shortfalls. The Board are still finding areas of the prison where waste combustible materials are being left on
means of escape routes. We note the number of office doors being left open at night and computers left switched
on.
There have been a number of prisoners setting fire to materials in their cells; the staff have to deal with these fires.
We note that in some incidents personal protection equipment (PPE) is not being worn.
The risk assessments for IMB members are currently being prepared.
STAFFING AND FINANCE
Throughout the reporting year our previous view that the staffing levels are insufficient putting both staff and
prisoners at unacceptable risk has been confirmed on a regular basis. Detached duty commitments have reduced
but multiple hospital bed watches due to an aging/ill population, staff sickness, and constant watches have meant
that actual staffing levels are well below the guidelines.
We continue to contend that staffing levels defined under benchmarking prove inadequate, as they make no
allowance for contingencies. Often skilful juggling of the detail is essential to enable the regime to operate, and
on most days some of the daily requirements have to be ‘knocked off’. Norwich prison does make a strenuous
effort to ensure that the full regime does run but it is a constant struggle and they do not always succeed. A
restricted regime was in place in the summer months. The detail office has a daily list of duties that can be
‘knocked off’, which they have to do on a rotational basis. Where safety would be in jeopardy or there are regime
changes, a Governor will be consulted; this happens on average at least twice weekly. The difficulties of running
the detail are so great that the situation is reported at the morning meeting and creative solutions have to be found
on a daily basis.
Last year we wrote, "Our concern is that potentially problematic situations are only averted by the generally
positive relationships between officers and prisoners. Prisoners comment on how they feel safer when there are
more staff on the wing and have expressed concern for staff having to operate on their own. Clearly this situation
is dangerous for staff and prisoners alike". Our observations over this reporting period show that this concern has
in no way diminished and indeed, for the first time, the Board has had to take a position on members’ safety when
visiting landings. On the LDU, F & G wings, the Board has regretfully decided that no member should visit these
landings alone, due to the lack of staffing and the potential for violent behaviour. This resolution was not made
lightly and was only taken after advice and consultation with the Governor. We worry about the general safety of
both prisoners and staff, with regular reports of violent incidents, and emphasise that this is in a prison where
violence is below that of other comparators (see Annex 2).
As stated previously, we cannot condone the continuous cuts to the budget and the lack of autonomy for
Governors to plan their own budgets. We appreciate the enormity of the deficit but consider it counterproductive
to continually slash the budget to prisons when attempting to transform rehabilitation for this sector of society.
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VISITS AND THE VISITORS' CENTRE
Ormiston Families continue to run the Centre in a professional manner. The team acknowledges that it feels very
positive in its relationship with prison governors and staff, and feels supported and encouraged in new initiatives
as far as the prison is able within current constraints. Good practice continues. Story Book Dads (SBD) is a very
successful activity with high demand. All wing libraries have been supplied with copies of the SBD books and men
are encouraged to think carefully about their child, choose an appropriate book and practise reading it to improve
their delivery on recording. A copy of the book is sent out with the recording. Short-term (3 month, Jan-April 2016)
funding has been supplied by the prison for the Ormiston team to deliver the In-Cell Parenting course, to be
completed by at least 20 prisoners. Although not as comprehensive as the full course which ceased due to lack
of funding, It has been very well received by the prisoner dads. They state they feel more confident in their parental
role, and it also acts as evidence of their commitment in applications for child contact. This funding ceases at the
end of March 2016 and it would be very concerning if this valuable parenting course were further diminished or
abandoned.
Demand continues to be very high for family visits. The opportunity is given to all eligible fathers, stepfathers or
grandfathers. Single family visits (where possible) can be provided for special circumstances such as VPs (who
may only have access to their own child) and families with specific needs (e.g. mobility, mental health, learning
difficulties). Staffing costs make it difficult for Ormiston Families to offer family visits on a Saturday; this would be
preferable so that families would not have to take their children out of school. A proposal has been submitted for
Cat D prisoners from Britannia House to have personal children’s visits in the centre to help ease the transition of
the prisoner’s return to the family home. This would appear a very sound proposal and we hope will be accepted
by HMP Norwich.
The cleaning of the LDU children’s visits room remains an ongoing problem. Despite pledges by managers to get
this solved, any solution seems to be extremely short-lived and Ormiston staff members frequently have to clean
the room themselves, which is not appropriate use of their time.
It is disappointing that solely, it appears, due to staffing restrictions, Ormiston Families cannot be given the
opportunity to run a Family Day on the LDU.
Ormiston Families have acknowledged a very good relationship with the Mental Health team, passing on families’
concerns about prisoners’ mental health with confidence that it will be noted and suitable action taken with clinical
judgment. However, they find it difficult to contact anyone in general healthcare to take responsibility for physical
health concerns passed on from the families.
The provision of the snack bar by Britannia Cafe is a much needed improvement, although there are some
comments that some of the food available is expensive. The Reception Hall is cheerfully decorated and provides
a welcoming environment for visitors.
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WORK OF THE IMB
During the year our Board has lost the longstanding and much valued Board Development Officer due to ill health
and a probationary member due to other commitments. The three other new members are now acting as full
members and complement our team. We anticipate that we may be recruiting later this year.
In August 2015 and January 2016 the Board carried out snapshot sample surveys of prisoners’ views across most
wings covering a range of topics, the results of which are quoted in sections above.

The surveys covered 45

prisoners in August 2015 and 40 in January 2016, about 5.5% of the prison population.

The Board intends to

repeat these surveys and hopefully increase the randomness of the sampling.
We have answered 571 paper applications (please see Annex A), covering a variety issues and deal with many
other verbal questions whilst in the prison. The graphs show that the majority of applications, as expected, come
from A, B and C wings. The highest proportion of applications concern property issues. The second highest
proportion concern healthcare.
We are endeavouring to raise our profile within HMP Norwich as we feel that there are some prisoners who are
not fully aware of the work of the IMB and consequently a new leaflet was designed to be incorporated within the
induction programme.
We have visited the prison approximately 995 times this year and have monitored all areas of the prison. Norwich
is a complex prison which demands regular visits to ensure that the prison is monitored appropriately and
comprehensively. We attend the Segregation Unit (Ketts) frequently, and at least several times weekly. We have
visited HMP Hollesley Bay and the National Tactical Response Group (NTRG) during the year, and the Chair and
Vice-Chairmen have attended area meetings on behalf of the Board.
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ANNEX A: IMB APPLICATIONS GRAPHS
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Apps received by month
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ANNEX 2 HMP NORWICH PERFORMANCE AGAINST COMPARATOR PRISONS
VIOLENCE FIGURES FOR HMP NORWICH AGAINST COMPARATOR PRISONS
Violence – average monthly incidents 15/16
Assault on Staff

Serious Assault on staff

Norwich

2.78

.33

Durham

3.75

.36

Thameside

9.58

1.32

Cardiff

2.10

.52

Leeds

4.18

.70

Nottingham

3.39

.47

Preston

4.31

.96

Lincoln

3.59

.64

Bristol

5.81

.43

PERFORMANCE AGAINST COMPARATOR GROUP

Comparator Group
Norwich

3.03

Durham

2.96

Thameside

2.93

Cardiff

2.70

Leeds

2.68

Nottingham

2.65

Preston

2.64

Lincoln

2.61

Bristol

2.36

NW is best at 15 of 27
 OASYs

QA

FNP referrals

 Absconds

Staff Attendance

 ROTL

C&R training

 MAPPA

Tornado

 MDT

MQPL Safety

+ve

 MQPL
 Safe

Decency

Custody Audit

 Industry

NOMIS Dashboard
Budget

hours
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ANNEX 3

ACCTS opened 2015-2016, monthly breakdown.
March 2015

45

April

38

May

54

June

51

July

55

Aug

37

Sept

40

Oct

47

Nov

50

Dec

30

Jan 2016

37

Feb

53

Total
537 (average 45 per month)
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GLOSSARY
ACCT Assessment, Care in Custody and Teamwork
AFC

Accommodation Fabric Checks

AA

Alcoholics Anonymous

A4E

Action for Employment

BICS

British Institute of Cleaning Science

BME

Black and Minority Ethnic

Cat

Category of Prison

C & R Control and Restraint
DAAT Drug and Alcohol Action Team
DIC

Death in Custody

DWP

Department of Works and Pensions

EAT

Equalities Action Team

ESOL English Speakers of Other Languages
FLO

Family Liaison Officer

GALIPS

Gay and Lesbian in Prison

HMCIP Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Prisons
HMP

Her Majesty’s Prison

IAPT

Increased Access to Psychological Therapies

IEP

Incentives and Earned Privileges

IPP

Indeterminate Sentence for Protection of the Public

IDTS

Integrated Drug Treatment System

KPT

Key Performance Target

LDU

Local Discharge Unit

LGBT Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
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MQPL Measure of the Quality of Prisoners’ Lives
MQSL Measure of the Quality of Staff Lives
NCS

National Careers Service

NOMS National Offender Management Service
NPS

New Psychoactive Substances

OASys Offender Assessment and Sentence Management System
OLASS Offenders’ Learning and Skills Service
OMU

Offender Management Unit

OSG

Operational Support Grade

OMU

Offender Management Unit

PPO

Prisons and Probation Ombudsman

RAPt

Rehabilitation for Addicted Prisoners’ Trust

ROTL Release on Temporary Licence
SAS

Self Awareness Skills Course

SMT

Senior Management Team

SOTP Sexual Offenders’ Treatment Programme
VP

Vulnerable Prisoner

VTC

Vocational Training Centre

YO

Young Offender
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